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Abstract:   

      Shrines are considered the well-behaving houses and stations 

devotional take paths to Highness and spiritual elevation, and here lies the 

importance of the subject of being related to self-humanity and on what 

come back from the tranquility and happiness reflects positively on the 

society and return it to the security and solidarity, as effected on the 

civilized side where man go beyond the world of things and the monopoly 

of the physical side of his life to the world of ideas and cultural building. 

     Starting from this study tagged as "Shrines of Sufism, Creed-

Psychological study, Asceticism Model" to shed light generally on the  

Shrines of Sufism and specifically shrines asceticism by responding to the 

following problems: What is the concept of shrines of Sufism and how is 

originated and what the desired aim in walking on its way? What is the 

concept of asceticism and what are the factors that were behind its creation 

and evolution? Is there any foreign reference to the shrines of asceticism? 

Is there any similarity between the shrine of Sufism’s asceticism and of 

what exist in other religions, and whether this similarity t necessarily 

means taking and vulnerability? What are the psychological and social 

impacts of the shrine of asceticism in the contemporary of the individual 

life and society? How can the shrine of asceticism participate in the 

treatment of some of the psychological and social complexities?. 

     And in order to overall the subject and to answer the imposed 

problematic I relied on four chapters: where I devoted its first chapter to the 

definition of shrines and all what is attached to their origins and types and 

purposes, also I devoted its e second chapter to the definition of the shrine 

of asceticism and all what is linked to its origins’ factors and its evolution, 

Then in the third chapter was refereed to show the side of creed asceticism 

by mentioning its parts and its legal rule and to what extent was relevant to 

the Quran and the Sunnah with its comparison to the asceticism existing in 

other religions, and the fourth chapter the last one was specified to the 

psychological and the social sides and its relation with asceticism among 

the study’s goals were generally the definition of shrines and the shrines of 

asceticism specially in dealing with the creed rooting and made a spotlight 

on the psychological and social effect for relating it to the litters besides the 



 

 

civilized side through the speech of Quran and Sunnah texts and of some 

texts of psychology and sociology by what we can comparing and 

converting to the asceticism of shrines at Sufism . 

     And the analysis and the research had induced and arrived to a various 

results the most important were: the asceticism truth derived from Islam 

and other cultures.the realization of the shrines’ of the asceticism impacted 

the psychological, the social and the civilized side of the individual and of 

the society. 

    We shall say that this study will be considered as the student’s humble 

effort which can be taken as a launch for further studies in this field. 

  


